This paper introduces a model for information security and message hiding based on image steganography as well as it describes about various steps of that proposed model in brief.
INTRODUCTION
Information Technology is the most essential aspect in today's world. Based on this fact computer application is still developing to handle securely the financial as well as the personal data more effectively. These data are extremely important from every aspect and we need to secure this from unauthorized access. Security is the process of preventing and detecting unauthorized use of data or computer or network. Prevention measures help us to stop unauthorized users from accessing any part of computer system. Detection helps to determine whether or not someone attempted to break into the system, if they were successful, and what they may have done. To achieve that security we may use various cryptography techniques. However, today data encryption is not everything or we cannot achieve strong security through this, we also need to secure the presence of date. Here comes the necessity of steganography. But we need to remember that neither cryptography nor steganography gives the total security to a data or information uniquely, thus we need to apply both techniques to achieve essential security. There are number of ways this can be done, but here we will concern with methods of altering the information in such a way that the recipient can undo the alteration and discover the original text.
In this paper, we concentrate on developing an innovative image steganographic model for information security through data encryption as well as data hiding.
MODEL
This is an image steganographic technique for message hiding as well as message encryption and decryption. In our model we use finger impression or finger image for stego image, but we can also implement it by iris impression or face impression or same.
The basic idea of our model is a sender encrypts a message by his/her fingerprint to create a stegoimage and send it to the intended receiver. Receiver uses sender's public key to decrypt it to get the original message. Here, the finger impressions of users are act like private keys. So, in this model we need to pair of keys or two pair of images as public and private key. Initially we take 8X8 pixel JEPG (gray scale) finger impressions for private key. Now, we need to calculate the ASCII values of each pixel of finger impressions and put it in an 8X8 matrix. After that we calculate the difference between the ASCII value and the nearest prime number of it's and form another 8X8 matrix and put difference values into it in binary form. I.e. if we consider the ASCII 100 than its nearest prime number which is 101 then the difference will be +1, again if we consider the ASCII 243 than its nearest prime number which is 241 then the difference will be -2 and so on. There may the case where the number will lie exactly in the middle of two prime numbers. Let us consider the ASCII 60. Now, in this case the nearest prime numbers are 59 as well as 61 both. In such case we take it as +1. After constructing the matrix we convert it to its corresponding 8X8 JEPG gray scale image and it will be our public key or share key. Now, for encrypt a message we can follow either of two ways. Either we can encrypt the original message by using our private key and send it to the intended receiver or we can encrypt the message by using receiver public key and send it to him/her. Let us take the second possibility. In this case we need to insert the message in LSB of each pixels of our public image. After inserting the whole message we have to look farther to determine the changing pixels positions. For data hiding and data sending we need a cover image. We have no restriction of choosing cover image; we just need to reflect that changing information into it. But to insert that particular information we have to consider the following cases: Change the 2nd last LSB of changed position As the whole information is been reflected in the cover image we are ready to send it to the intended receiver.
In the receiver end we need the private key or the private image of the corresponding sender to get the actual message. One can only get the information of the change or the unchanged positions in pixels through steganalysis on cover image but not ever able to decrypt it into the actual message without having the private image or private key. After steganalysis we get the information of the position of changed or unchanged pixels. In our case, we encrypt the message using public image so we need to decrypt it using private image. Now, the interesting facts of our particular model is that we insert the message in LSB of our private image and then we look for the change and unchanged positions of pixels, if we perform the some in public image we can observe that it is perfectly opposite of private image. I.e. all the change positions in private image are totally unchanged in public image and all the unchanged positions of private image are totally changed in public image. So, at the receiver end after getting the changed and unchanged position's information we needed to update LSB of the public image in opposite fashion. The changed position remains unchanged and the unchanged position will need to change. After this updating is done we simply consider the LSB in serial manner to get the original message. Now, public image can be same for different users as we take only the ASCII and prime difference but none can decrypt it properly without having the actual private image. But Private images cannot be same in any case as we take the finger impression. In our case, we take public image for message encryption. Public image + Original Message (Update LSB of public image either by 1 or by 0 depending on message) = Initial Stego Image Determine the positions of changed pixel in public image: [ 5  5  12  34  74  96  105 120  27  38  64  96  140 183 202 192  53  28  16  7  42  32  56  127  60  56  33  0  55  41  98  80  120 124  70  35  25  55  191 183  150 159 128 102 106 152 177 161  158 145 144 153 162 152 155 185  178 162 163 165 178 C1 is the expected final stego image which is ready to send to the intended receiver. Now, if we insert the message in LSB of private image we will get the following: We can observe that the positions of changed pixels in public image are perfectly the opposite in case of private image. So, in the receiver end after we get the stego image first we need to perform steganalysis on it to get the information of positions of changed and unchanged pixels. As soon we get that we just required inserting that in LSB of private image but in opposite manner. After inserting the whole information if we consider the LSBs together of the private image we will get the original message.
ANALYSIS
Let our Original Message: Good Boy ASCII Value : 71, 111, 111, 100, 32, 66, 111, 121 Binary Representation: 01000111, 01101111, 01101111, 01100100, 00100000, 01000010, 01101111, 01111001. We take public image for message encryption. Public Image + Original Message (Update LSB of public image either by 1 or by 0 depending on message) = Initial Stego Image Private Image 8X8 JEPG grey scale Finger impression or private image.
A = Private key or private image

CONCLUSIION
In our model we sincerely consider all the basic principles of information security and try to keep it. As we use two different images one for private and another for public key it gives us to preserve the authentication and helps to overcome non-repudiation issue. In the actual carrier which is cover image in our case, we only send the minimal information of the changes in pixel positions of the key instead of the actual message and none can decrypt or retrieve the original message from it without knowing any knowledge of key. It gives us the privileged to sincerely keep the confidentiality of data or message. This model is very simple to implement yet very complicated to break. Initially we construct this model on image steganography with simple gray scale impression but there is a larger scope to implement it in other steganographic techniques also in future. 
